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I DISCLAIMER

2

3
This is an unofficial transcript of a meeting

I of the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission held on

5 June 21, 1983 in the Commission's offices at 1717 8

6 Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. The meeting was open to

I
public attendance and observation. This transcript has not

3 been reviewed, corrected or edited and it may contain

9
inaccuracies.

10
The transcript is intended solely for general

II informational purposes. As provided by 10 CFR 9.103, it is

12 not part of the formal or informal record of decision of

I3 the matters discussed. Expressions of opinion in this

I4 transcript do not necessarily reflect final determinations

15 or beliefs. No pleading or other paper may be filed with

16 the Commission in any proceeding as the result of or

II addressed to any statement or argument contained herein,
18 except as the Commission may authorize.
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P R O C E E, O I N G S
1

CnAIRMAN PALLADINO: Good morning, ladies anc
,

gentlemen.
3

Before we begin, I nave been askea to taxe a

short-notice vote inasmuch as this meeting was not
5

aavertised in the Federal Register in the appropriate

amount of time..

So, may I nave a vote to hold this meeeting on'

8

less than one n'eek's notice?9

COMISSIONER AHEARNE: Aye.
10

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Aye.gy

COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Aye.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Aye.g

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Aye.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: In its comments on theg

review of tne GPU v. B&W trial record, the NRC staff

stated its intention to revalidate its position on the,,

licensee management competence to operate TMI Unit 1.

Management competence is a principal issue in
19

tne TMI-l restart proceeding.
0

Tne staff submittted a report on its review on

, May 19, 1983 and briefec the Commission on its findings on

May 24. In sum the staff concluded that the issues raised

by the Hartman allegations should not by themselves be a

,
car to restart. however, because of otner open issues, the
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I

staff stated that it could draw no conclusion at this time1

2 regarding management integrity.

3 On June 7, 1983, the staff submitted its

4 proposal to deal with the other open issues. The staff

5 proposed to complete its review of the GPU v. B&W law suit

6 documents with its focus on basic safety matters.

With respect to tne other open items, the staff-

8 proposed to divide tne management issue into two parts:

9 One, the corporate institution and, two, the indivicuals

to involved.

11 Today's meeting is to have the Commission

32 receive a briefing from the staff on the details of its

I
13 proposal and to permit Commission questions,

Before I proceed 'or ask the staff to proceed,g;

15 do other Commissioners have opening comments?

16 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: No,

i

g- COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: I have some questions.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right.

,9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Where are we

20 procedurally? The submission or Mr. Dircxs came in the
i rm

21 f a mem randum to the Commission without the usual

aeclarations that accompany submissions that are part of ag

proceecing.3

3 Now, is this part of the proceeding, is this

3 outside of a proceeding, is it unclear? I must say, I nave
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i difficulty keeping it all straight myself.

2 CHAIRMAN FALLADIAO: Well, as I understand, OGC

believes that tne parties must be given an opportunity to3

g comment on ene June 21 Commission meeting with the staff

3 and possibly GPU will explain its position.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Well, I know that. But

that is not quite the same thing as saying it is part of-

8 the proceeding. Or does it matter?

9 COMMISSIONER AREASNE: Perhaps General Counsel

p) can comment.

11 MR. PLAINE: I think it is a proceeding in the

sense that we are insisting that parties have a right to12

g3 comment on the explanations given to us here- today.

gg I think we are talking about the restart

15 proceeding. How is that?

16 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Was this intended to be

g- part of the proceeding?

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I don't know,

MR. DIRCKS: I don't know.g9

20 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Or did you think it

doesn't matter?21

g; MR. DIRCKS: I don't know. You told us to come

cack anc tell us wnat you wanted us to do on that as a33

result of the May 19 memo. I think that is what we are3;

aown for.;3
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; COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, perhaps I could ask

Herzel. You mentioned in the memo that you had sent to us2

3 yesterday the summary paragraph of that memo is, OGC

celieves the parties must be given an opportunity to3

5 comment.

6 MR. PLAINEE: I didn't hear wnat you just said.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am saying in the June-

8 20 memo which came from your office to Ms. Fitzgerald ana

9 Jack Zerbe --

go MR. PLAINE: Yes.

11 COMMISSIONER ASEARNE: -- your final paragraphn

12 is, "OGC believes that the parties must be given an

13 opportunity to comment on the June 21 Commission meeting."*

j; Now, that leads me to conclude that you view

33 the staff's submission -- which is the topic of discussion

16 -- as a part of the proceeding because you are asking the

3, parties to the proceedings to provide their comments.

18 MR. PLAINE: Yes.

COMMISSIONER AdEARNE: So, I gather you view itg9

as an element in wnich -- tne formal element as part of20

tne Commission's reaching its decision; is that correct?
21

MR. PLAINE: Yes..,
..

COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Well, if it is part of3

. the proceeding, I think the otner partier; ought to have an3

33 opportunity not only to comment but to make wnatever

! TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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g submissions they want to make.

2 MR. PLAINE: That was the intent of the last

3 paragraph.

; COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: OKay. Do you vies this

3 thing as being entirely within the proceeding?

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I view it that way. This

- was a proposal that tne staff has made and we have to

8 dispose of it. As far as I can see, it is part of the

9 proceeding.

to How we handle it, is very important to wnat

11 happens on TMI-l restart and I would expect that the

gg parties would be given the opportunity to comment.

13 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Well, I think they ought
'

;; to have an opportunity to more than comment, to make

13 whatever presentations they want to make. GPU has made a

16 written suggestion,

g- CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I was not planning to

deal with the GPU written suggestion today, but rather;g

with the proposal made by the staff. Of course, the.;9

20 Commission is always free to do what it wishes.

23 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Well, I thinK we ought

gg to near from anyone who wants to acdress this. But, let us

3 go on.

gg CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, why don't we at least

understand wnat it is that the staff is proposing anc then3

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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g have tne Commissioners ass suca questions as they desire.

2 Then we will have to deliberate on what guidance, if any,

3 we have for the Commission.

; COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Let me make clear why I

3 was asking because to the extent tnat it is outside the

6 proceeding, then you are the one who supervises the staff.

I take it that is not your proposal, enis is a staff-

g proposal.

9 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: This is their proposal. Any

go other comments? Well, I propose we turn it over to the

gg staff and nave tnem hignlight tne proposal, and then

12
entertain questions,

g3 MR. DIRCKS: Let me give everyone a little
,

background. When we met with the Commission on the May 19y

g3 memo, we outlined a numcer of on-going actions that we

felt we had to reacn some conclusions before the stuff16 ,

g, came in with an overall conclusion on management

integrity.
33

In effect, that is one option. The Commission39

coulo decide to let the various initiatives go forward and.;g

review the documents, let the hartman investigationgg

.g proceed; investigate the Parks-King allegations and so on;

g until tney are completely wrapped anc tieo together and an

overall conclusion on management integrity could be made.3

33 So, witn tnat as its first option, tne
1
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1 Commission said, we will go back and drop the other shoe,

2 do you have any other proposals?

3 n'e me t , talked about it, and the other option

that the Commission may wish to consider is the one that;

3 we have suggested in the June 7 memo, which is to try to

6 make a split between proceeding along the line to dispose

of this integrity issue on an individual basis or to try-

8 to dispose of it on the corporate institutional basis, put

9 that on a track or looxing at it through various

go enforcement proceedings and let the investigations go

11 forward.

12 But then to say, as far as the institution

~

13 goes, we can make a decision on that from the point of

n view of competency.

i3 Like everything else, it is very difficult to

16 draw a harsh line between the individual integrity and the

i- corporate integrity. I think that is the first thing we

w uld all admit. All we are trying to do is lay out a18

possible roadmap tnat the Commission may wisn to considergg

20 ano see if this division could be met.

21 There are certain things within this concept

that I think we would nave to defer to the Commission: Howgg

. hign up in this division does the Commission wish to3

3g proceed to split out tnose individuals who may have or may

33 not have had some association with the plants in the 1979,

TAYL'OE ASSOCIATES
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g '78, '77 time frame.

2 We have identified 15 or so individuals in our

3 proposal. The GPU letter came in and identified others.

4 You can go up to, let's say, the presidency of the GUP

3 Nuclear, I tnink, which the GPU's letter has done and say,

6 "We will separate out those people." That is at one level

that you can stop this split.-

8 There are others who will say that you should

9 proceea tais split all the way up into the GPU central

go headquarters and talk about individuals at that level.

11 I think that type of guidance we would like to

12 get from the Commission if they wish to proceed along this

13 sort of secon.d optional route.

34 The issue of integrity, of course, gets be.ck to

33 the supply of reports and documents. We have identified

16 the Beda HRA reports as issues that we would like to loos

i, into and to see whether they should or should not have

been turned over to the agency. If they were not turned18

over to the agency, does that bear back on the
39

20 corporate-institutional management?

2; we will be supplying some inaformation to the

Commission on that issue but again, does that bear on this22

33 individual integrity issue or bear on the

corporate-institutional split?g;

3 Again, tne difficulty of tnis integrity issue;

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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is so complex, the responsibility for the accident back ing

2 1979, the corporation essentially, as it exists today, I

3 guess has had no inclination to come forward with any

3 admission of responsibility for their activities in that

5 accident. Does their refusal to say anything in that

6 regard bear back on tne integrity of the institution?

COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Blaming the government.-

8 COMMISSIONER AdEARNE: Or just say something,

9 perhaps, more about the intricacies of the legal process

go and the various law suits.

gg MR. DIRCKS: Well, I think that's why, in the

12 interest of getting all this on the table, I would li.<e to

g3 mention that because when we talk about treating this

y integrity issue on an individual basis versus the

15 institutional basis, I want to emphasize that you just do

16 not maxe a clean-cut split.

g7 But if you move in the other direction and try

18 to treat the thing as an institutional problem, these

19 investigations are geing to go on for a long perica of

20 time and you will nave to face that --

gg COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Well, it sound from wnat

22 you are saying, they are going to go on for a long time

3 anyway, it is a question of the operation of the operation

of tne plant.33

33 MR. DIRCKS: The operation of the plant, right.

TAYLOE ASSCK:lATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - SUITE 1004
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g COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: It will be affected.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: From what I near you

3 saying, you would keep investigating under this plan.

4 MR. DIRCKS: That is in there, right. We would

5 have to keep investigating.

6 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Because I understand the

assumption is that you are not drawing any conclusions-

8 about these individuals, you are simply proposing to

9 separate them out.

to .MR . DIRCKS: That's right.
|

gg COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: But you would continue

g3 investigating to decide wnether they could come bacx.

13 MR. DIRCKS: Yes. We are saying, for the purpose

of restart you can isolate the individuals to the extentg3

33 we can isolate them and say that for the time being they
won't nave anything to do with the --16

g COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Do we have the authority

to do that?gg

MR. DIRCKS: We have not said anything about39

20 mandating that. The GPU letter has come in --

,; COMMISSIONBR GILINSKI: Well, we certainly have

.,g tne authority to set down the conditions under which we

33 would approve operation of the plant.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.gg

23 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: Down to the specificity

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
1625 i STREET, N.W. - $UITE 1004
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1
f naming individuals?

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKI: Absolutely.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Sure.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Does OGC have a comment?

5 COMMISSIONER AdEARNE: That issue has not been

6 tested all the way through the final court decision. But

yes, OGC nad faced that on Nine Mile Point and it was-

8 exactly that case. We required by name the removal of

9 individuals.

10 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Bill, one of the things I

ti am having difficulty with is knowing what you mean by the

12 corporate integrity atter you separated out the

individuals. I don ' t know wnat it is we would examineg3

g; separately.

15 MR. DIRCKS: Separately, I think the first thing

16 you nave to do is, for enose individuals who may be

i- separated out we would continue the investigations to make

.sure that there was no question about the integrity ofgg

these individuals. That would proceed along its separate39

schedule,
20

We would then in effect not get into thisg3

gg overall question of integrity of the institution because

if we are treating individuals, we will deal witn them on
33

an individual basis. That, I said, gives us thisg;

25 difficulty of how you make this division. That is the

TAYLOE ASS'OCIATES
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1 point I was trying to lead into here.

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Just to get back to Tom,

3 there nas to be a reasoned basis for doing it.

MR. DIRCKS: Yes.3

3 MB. DENTON: Let me try to sharpen the question.

6 If you assume that there was miscenduct at the plant prior

to the accident, you would expect investigations of that-

misconduct to include who authorized it, who condoned it,8

9 who knew about it, how far up in the organization did it

10 90*

gg The NRC staff was investigating those questions

when it suspended its investigation years ago. So, the12

g3 staff never came to a conclusion about who knew or who ,

'

y condoned, or whether it did exist except for Tim Martin's

15 comment.

16 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: But that was his

g individual statement, not a position from the staff.

MR. DENTON: Correct.18

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: That is important to make
39

tnat distinction.20

MR. DENTON: Yes. But I was trying to answer.gg

33 Setting aside was misconduct even occurring, assuming that

it was, who knew about it or who condoned it, then you2'1

3 would have to ask the investigators how far up in the

33 organization did it go, wno knew acout it, who permitteo

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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it to go on, who was responsible for the misconduct.i

2 The Department of Justice has taken on that job

3 and has talked to a lot of people, and so far as I know

3
has not come to any conclusion about it.

5 So, trying to come back to the question of what

6 is the difference between individual and corporate, if you

look at the first chart I passed out earlier, it shows-

8 that very few of the people wno were actually at the

9 island are there today. The president of the company nas

to gone; the vice president for generation has gone; the

it station manager for TMI-l nas gone; the superintendent of

Unit 1 is not there.12

13 Now, maybe it went further than that. Maybe the

3; person who gave the order, if there was an order --

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, but you are

16 looking at it in a very narrow way. In fact, in the

17 narrowest possible way, who actually was involved in the

18 specific activities, that specifically knew about those

activities.39

20 MR. DENTON: I tried to describe the way the

21 ingestigators are looking at it, and you woula expect an

22 answer from enem as to wno was responsible for tne

misconduct that was occurring.73

I don't know how I can answer the question3;

23 today, not knowing wnat DOJ is finding.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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1 COMMISSIONER AdEARNE: I thin --

2 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, what I am saying

3 is that if in fact there was wrong-doing, then there are

larger questions. The company has an obligation to look;

3 into it, to deal with it, and so on. As I understand, the

6 company doesn't believe there was wrong-doing.

7 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Just to follow that same

8 point, I expect at the end I am on a different side of

9 this issue than Commissioner Gilinsky.

to But just for completeness, I,was kind of

gi surprised when you put down your lists and your charts.

12 Clearly, the organizational entity goes all the way up to

13 the Chairman of the Board, and then there is a structure*;

14 that comes down from that. You seem to have, for some

13 reason, started your listing several notches below that.

16 When you are talking about separating the corporate from

i- the individual, I would be interested in knowning what

18 your reasons were for starting vour slice at a lower

level.
19

20 MR. DENTON: I think the knowledge of the way

tne company was conducted prior to the accident, rathergj

22 than any knowledge of wnat the investigators are finding.

But I would not expect the Chairman of the Commission to3

know in detail what a resicent inspector is doing day to23

25
day.

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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COMMISSIONER ASEARNE: That is true, but wouldi

2 you hold the Chairman of the Commission responsible? Let

3 us say, for example, one found in an organization -- just

3
a hypothetical -- widespread inconsistent and

3 inappropriate, and perhaps even illegal, application of

6 procedures. Would you stop your investigation or your

finding of responsibility at the highest person who-

8 actually knew about it, or would you go farther to pick up

9 anybody who might have established the environment to

to allow that and, further, to anyone who once having found

11 tnat there were such allegations and did nothing about

12 tnem?

13 MR. DENTON: I think it's hard to answer --
'

jg COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: You picked several.

15 COMMISSIONER AHE.ANE: I recognize that. It is a

16 rhetorical question.

g- My only purpose was that when one starts with

18 the philosophy that you are going to separate corporate

39 from individuals and then puts up a list of all

20 individuals, I was surprised that you started at some

lower level. That you have had to have already made somegg

22 assumptions,

n3 MR. DENTON: Well, it seems to me the Commission

Ihas about three options in this approach and I am not.y g

advocating ary particular one. You can wait until the25

TAYLOE ASSOCIATES
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g investigations are done and then you can make a reasoned

2 decision.

3 COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: That might be forever.

4 MR. DENTON: It might be.

3 (Laughter)

6 MR. DENTON: You can refer it back to the Board

and ask them to try to make sense of it. But I don't think-

8 they can do any better than the staff in the absence of

9 the DOJ cata. We are sitting here not knowing what the

to real findings enat are being made are.

11 You could review the proposal that is before

12 you, and I am prepared today to describe the company's

g3 proposal in more detail since we met with them yesterday

y and took a transcript for the meeting. We can tell you why

g3 they are proposing what they are. If you like that idea,

16 the staff could move along toward reviewing it and

g- modifying it as you like.

gg so, I wasn't saying that their proposal is the

one necessarily to go. But we now understand it ing9

sufficient detail to relate it.20

COMMISSIONER GILINSKYi' But that proposalgg

antedates their proposal.2.,

. MR. DIRCKS: Yes. We tried to lay out some sort3

of a crude road map. But in laying it out, I think what I3

tried to do at the beginning is to say, we would lixe some23

,
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guidance if you want to proceed anlong this road map as to3

2 the questions, I think, that John raised, how high up do

3 you take this split?

; If you try to say who did know about the

5 wrong-doings, if they were wrong-doings, or who should

6 have known about it if ne was doing his job,I think that

; is the question that we should grapple with.

8 I think the issue of who -- looking back on the

9 record, we have seen various reports, the Keaton report,

10 the RHR report, the Beda report, anything that was

11 critical, self-critical in the organization didn't flow

12 into our cnannels too readily, does that reflect back on

g3 ene resistance of the company to come to grips with what
'

it
happened in 1979.

13 MR. DENTON: Mentioning the Keaton report, I

16 think maybe that is a good place to get into, if I might.

17 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Nell, I would appreciate,

18 tnough, first an answer to my question as to what led you

to conclude that you would start your list of individuals39

20 somewnere down the line.

gg MR. DENTON: Well, my answer woulc be based upon

23 tne tning that I just gave, based on my general knowledge

3 of how the company operated prior to the accident where

such decisions were made. It is not based on any unique;;

insights into what DOJ is finding.33

|
t
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1 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But it is bassd upon the

2 conclusion, then, that you would stop at a place where you

3 would think it would be logical that the people might have

; known about it and therefore, assuming that if there was

3 substance, tne allegations were true, the fact that

6 higher-up management still did nothing about following up

on it is not in your mind critical.-

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Because you are really

9 asking who knew about it at the time it was going on.

to COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Certainly, everyone knew

12 about allegations subsequently.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But actually, the chief

g; function of the Board is to appoint the operating

i3 officers, and the president is the officer that presumably

16 runs the company for the Board.

t- COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Joe, I was not saying I

had reached the conclusion that they --gg

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: No.39

20 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: -- that action ought to

be taking against them or they ought to be moved out. Igg

was trying to look at it, is this a consistent proposal?gg

g It seemed to me inconsistent because there had to alreacy

be embedded in it some basic assumptions and they are not3

3 spelled out.
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g MR. DIRCKS: I think tne basic assumption is, as

2 we talked about it yesterday, Harold and I, the way the

3 company was organized. It was organized along operating

lines.;

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I understand the way it

6 was organized, Bill. But using Harold's point, let's say

we have a resident inspector who is accused of very-

significant cad dealings. Construct some situation where8

9 he is being bribed by the company, niding information, and

go so forth. That allegation is made in the newspapers.

11 Do you thing it would be appropriate for the

reaction to that to be restricted to having the regional12

g3 administrator look into it and you and Joe would say,

"nell, that's not any of our businsess?" I don't think so.g;

g3 MR. DIRCKS: I am trying to understand. I think

16 you nave to go back and look at what happened nere. I

t- guess they did look into things.

ig COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That may be, and it may

be that tnere is no problem there. It is just that in myg9

20 mina this organizational listing tha.t you have is

gi incomplete.

22 MR. DIRCKS: It may be, but that is why I

y; started off with the thought tnat here it is. For the sake

3; or starting the discussion, we have listed it here. I

25 think there may be arguments to go up and there may be
|
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g arguments to go down. But again, on the issue of just

2 getting a discussion going I thought we should at least

3 raise that issue.

; MR. DENTON: We just want to kick it off with

3 this list. If you would like some other list, that would

6 be fine, too.

MR. DIRCKS: We don't want to fall on our sword,-

8 All we said was, we were asked to come in with something,

9 here is an approach.

to COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: But I think the point

11 that Jenn is raising shows the uncertainties that are

12 involved no matter what assumptions you make, unless you

13 include everyone.

it I have a more fundamental problem in that I am

15 not sure you can draw this artificial distinction no

16 matter where you draw the line unless you include

t- everyone.

18 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, may I make a

suggestion? P t.e a s e , speak into tha mixes. People in the;9

.;o oack are having difficulty hearing,

gg MR. DENTON: Well, witnout prejudging the merits

of the propsal, I think it might help for ce f.o just to3

3 describe briefly what I nave learned about the company's

proposal, and that would put a little meat on the skeleton33

to decide wnether it is worthwhile pursuing or not.3;
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g COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: hell, why don't we near

2 from tne company directly?

3 MR. DIRCKS: That would be fine,

g MR. DENTON: Fine.

5 MR. DIRCKS: Maybe that is the better approach.

6 There are one or two points in this memo I wanted to --

; CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We are changing the nature

g of the meeting. If that is the Commission's will, we will

9 do it. But I tninK there are fundamental questions that I

to really have.to ask the staff.

11 We nad tne Licensing Board that reviewea the

12 whola management issue and it did go into quite some

13 detail on the qualifications and the part that indiviauals

is played in the accident. I think that Board decision has to

13 be given some weignt.

16 The issue that appears to be before us now is,

17 is there any new inrormation arising from the allegations

18 that would cause us to enange the decision of tne

Licensing Board. I think we ought to keep on focus thatg9

20 tnat is wnere we should be going.

gg MR. DENTON: I think the unique feature of this

case is tnat the allegations themselves were not really22

3 pursuea before the Board --

gg COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right.

because of the DOJ request that33 MR. DENTON: --
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certain of it remain under their control. Therefore, weg

2 have come a long way. The Board has rendered a decision,

3 the issue of management integrity is before the Appeal

Soard. But much of the information that has come out;

5 recently, the quarter of a million documents that I now

6 nave in this building, were not before the Board. Much of-

the material that the NRC staff generated in interviewing-

8 Hartman, as far as it went, was not provided to the Board.

9 So, enat is the reason, I tnink, for this sort

to of bifurcation.

11 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But I would like to keep

12 f cus on the point that we should be examining the impact

13 of new information on the Board decision and not re-doing
'

g4 what the Board has done, absent any new information.

15 MR. DIRCKS: I think tnis whole process started,

16 was certainly highlighted in that May 19 memo. We tried to

g- list the things that came along that we are faced with,

18 botn the C mmission and the staff, before they can reach
conclusions.g9

20 You've got those Hartman allegations. We've got

gg that mountain of paper in the court record, and tne other

22 purpose of this memo is to try to at least outline what we

are trying to look for in that record.3

At ne p int we were getting the impression28

that the Commission wantec that record reviewed and some.3,
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g overall conclusions reached before it made a TMI-l restart

2 decision. Tnis memo here tried to at least outline wnat we

3 thought we were looking for.

; We have the Parks-King allegations wnien again

3 I thought the Commission was saying, "Let's get a bottom

line on tnat before we move to a TMI-l restart." Again,6

those are dealing with individuals and how high up in the-

8 organization does it go.

9 We had the consultant reports come in. In the

to meantime we.have gotten other documents handed over to us,

11 We've got tne issue of notification of tne various Boards

12 and Apeal Boaros.

g3 Now, as we said, we can go back to the May 19

i; position and say, let all these investigations pursue

13 their natural course and treat the whole issue as one,

16 individuals and corporate institution.

g- I gathered that was essentially about where the

18 May 19 memo came out. I got the impression and I thinx the

direction that I got was to come back and now that you;9

20 dropped one shoe, let's hear the otner snoe crop. This

June 7 memo is the other shoe. It gives you an alternative33

gg approach.

I do not tnink we are trying to push tne23

2; Commission along on either pathway but we thought it was

33 our duty to at least give you two approaches and, as
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Harold said, the third approach is the, throw it all back;

2 to the Board.

3 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: which the Appeal Board

3 is going to hold oral argument on next month.

5 COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: Had you thought about --

6 perhaps Guy is the best person to answer this -- have you

tnought about an issue that OGC tas raised, namely the-

8 Licensing Board did address the competence in light not

9 just of the organization and the procedures but also very

go speciric individuals.

11 If the company proposes and you endorse, or you

12 suggest and the company proposes and you endorse, a moving

out of some of tnose indiviauals that the Boara has*

g3

11
ccview 4 and replacing by new individuals, does this

g3 essentially mean that the Licensing Board's decision is

16 now not valid because it was based on finding a specific

g- competence on the part of specific invividuals?

MR. DENTON: We discussed that yesterday andgg

enere was the general impression I had that it did not
g9

20 upset the Board's finding, but that would be part of the

review if we got into it. Of course, we nave not reviewed
23

tnis letter. We met with the company yesterday to merely.,2

understand it. That issue was touched upon and discussed3

by the lawyers present,g;

But I con't think we have made any detailedg3

)
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g finding as to wnether the record is disturbed by this

2 Proposed realignment or not.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Well, Guy, since the

Licensing Board decision explicitly addressed certain;

3 Individuals and found they particularly were competent,

6 those inviduals are no longer there.

MR. DENTON: But many of them were still there-

that tne Board did~ examine.8

9 MR. CUNNINGHAM: The answer to your question

to depends on who the individuals are, and if they are not

ti there. Certainly, tnere is the potential that some of

12 those upon whom the Licensing Board placed some strong

g3 reliance, if they were to be removed from the organization
'

i; there would be questions about continuing --

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But still, I tnink tnat

16 what we are faced witn is a Board decision based on the

information it had at tnat time. I think the issue beforet-

us is, what do we want to do about the new information
18

that has come about.g9

20 Now, tnat doesn't necessarily mean that this

21 calls for a complete examination from top to bottom of all

ene people that are working there, but ratner what that22

new information indicates about their integrity of3

qualifications.3

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Joe, my point was that
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3
part of new information might end up being '-

2 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I agree.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: -- ene people that cne

3 Board had found competent no longer being there.

3 COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes.

6 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Thata is a decision tt3at we
-

will nave to maxe when we identity who they are.-

8 Now, I also would caution against getting in a
\

9 position where we are implying that the org'anization can't
~

go make changes as time goes on and tne peopl'e who are

gg working tnere because then that would create an almost

12 impossible situation for the organization to operate.

g3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: True,

g; COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes, tnere is no '

g3 question about that. They can make whatever changes they

16 want. But I think we still have the obligation then to

decide what the implications of those changes are for the3-

proceeding that is before us.gg ,

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But what I am, cautioningg9

against is tnat we don't get into a situation that'we
~

20

gg create uniquely for GPU. At the present t;pue 'ttutre are

22 changes made in organizations almost -- well, certainly
yearly and tne staff determines that these are lic'ensed

33

3 and qualified individuals and the changes are orderly
made,

25

i
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.i Now, I agree in this point in' time we are
,

, .vexamining in entire structure and it is appropriate to see( 2

3 what comes'out of enese-allegations and the investigations

tnat followed. But:I;think we ought to put it in theg s,

\

3 context-that it is the new information that we should be
-

- ,, . 6 examintng and not rehasing everything that went through

the. Licensing Board.-

-

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: True.
-

9 MR. DENTON: Well, maybe new information is a
:

-

in ' place-to turn to and go back - I have a proposal on thatV
,

,

gil,'' thad I need some guidance from you on what to do with.'
,.

,

i
_

-

MR. DIRCKS: Co ld I just mention on new12 '
,

g3 information, we mentioned "new information" on.page 1 of*

that de'morandum.g3 ,

'

15 CHAIRMAN PALLADINy: Which one?
- l',

'

-

s: 16 MR. DIRCKS: The June 7 memorandum. I want to'

17 make sure that Harold asd I get clear with the Commission.

18 . We are tal. king about -- when we are talking about "new

inf3rmation" here we are talking about understanding the
'

.

39

20 B&W plant. We don't want to get into a debate about the
~

o.1 accicent,itself and who turned the pumps on, who turned

22 ene pumps off; tne mystery man, and so on.

.

33 Wnen we talk about "new information," the

record review, we are looking towards an understanding of2;

33 the aardware of the plant and is there anything new that
.

>
-
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g we would be looking for to increase our knowledge of the )
2 B&W installation. !

3 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: When I speak of new

4 information I am thinking of two things. One, the

5 information that would result from the investigations that

6 are underway; that might provide new information.

7 Then, there may be new information that comes

8 out of your review of the GPU/B&W trial record and related
.

9 documents.

10 b1R. DENTON: I think the word new information is

11 used differently in this memo in two cifferent places. The

12 first it is used it refers to the briefing you received

13 from Mr. Stello about his look for, has our fundamental

n understanding of the accident changed.

15 The second time we use new information we are

16 using it in a narrower sense of pertaining, is there

i; information in this record pertaining to the restart

la proceeding and the issues that the Commission has ordered

39 be considered in the proceeding.

20 I have a hand-out here on the record maybe as a

21 way to get into that issue.

22 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, incidentally, we are

23 not trying to decide wnat that new information is. I

21 gather wnat you are asking for is guidance from the

23 Commission, do we want the GPU v. B&W trial record
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1 reviewed cefore we maxe a decision.

2 MR. DENTON: Yes.

3 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I thought they were also

4 asking by whom.

5 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I am sorry. Also by whom.

6 MR. DIRCKS: By whom, and on page 3 of that memo

7 wnat we snould be looking for.

8 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What is happening right

9 now? Is it being reviewed?

10 MR. DIRCKS: It is over in Harold's shop and he

11 is at least sorting it into bins right now.

12 COMMISSIONER AdEARNE: You are saying that you

13 have already done what you recommended.

15 MR. DIRCKS: No, we have not really -- yes, in a

is way we have. But in another way we have not really

16 launched the full attack.

17 MR. DENTON: A'e started yesterday,

18 MR. DIRCKS: We are just trying to line up and

19 get an estimate of dnat the job is and what it is going to

20 be required to do the joo.

21 MR. DENTON: I woulo like to outline a proposal

22 and get your reaction because it bears on these very

21 issues we are talking about, wnat is new information. What

gg I would see the purpose of having NRR look at it is

25 defined on this chart, the one I handed out. That is
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g whether any of our conclusions are in the bases that

2 support TMI-l restart need to be amended in view of tne

3 information that is in tnis record or not.
4 In other words, it is conceivable that in those

5 pages tnere is something that if our staff Knew about they

6 would change the position they took. So, the scope of the

7 review would be on those issues that tne Commission set

8 down in its various orders and the Board has identified as
9 important to a restart decision.

10 So, I will come and identify those in a moment.

11 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Is the thing entirely in

12 your shop now, this special group --

|
13 MR. DENTON: Yes. |

|

14 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: -- has it come to an

15 end?

16 MR. DENTON: Well, the paper is over there.

1; MR. DIRCKS: The paper is over there. We have
!

18 sent over two individuals who had been working on it under

Stello, and they are now over there on a temporary39

20 assignment.

2g MR. DENTON: So, I see we could issue a report

22 then that would identify what material was reviewed,

3 exnibits 347 or 356, provide a summary of the infoe. nation

gg that we looked at, craw any conclusions on whether our

23 previous conclusions in the safety evaluations were
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1 changed or not, and provide a basis for that.

2 So, we could in effect look through this paper

3 to provide tnat kind of finding, as to wnether there is

4 anytning in this record that would cause our reviewers and

5 witnesses in the proceeding to change the position from

6 that tnat they have already got before the Board.

To go to the next page, there are some-

8 limitations of this review. I would propose an audit

9 review, not necessarily look at every page in it. It would

to aucit the ones we thinK are most important and focus on

11 those exhibits and tnings that we think really need

12 focusing on.

13 I, presume you don't want an analysis page by

n page of tne record.

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: No.

16 MR. DENTON: That it would be based on the paper

17 I've got. Now, I understand there is more to this law suit

la than we actually have in-house, but that is a fair slice

39 of it, it would seem. That it would not be designed

20 specifically to go to questions of integrity because

21 tecnnical people are not good investigators.

22 If we find any areas that raise questions of

.; integrity, we would refer them to OI. It is noty

.y g specifically to re-look at the accident itself that

y; morning. But it is focused on, if we Knew wnat is in the
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i record, would any of our conclusions about the present

2 adequacy of operator training or tne present adequacy of

3 procedures or emergency planning be altered if we knew

; what was in the record.

5 COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Do I gather, then, that

6 you do not see as part of this review to determine whether

7 there is any of our fundamental understanding of the

8 accident wnica would be altered?

9 MR. DENTON: It wouldn't be the major purpose,

to but it would -- as I will describe it -- it would go back

11 to, if anybody finds anything that alters it but it would

12 not go back and compare Rogovin and Kemeny, and the

13 Senate, ana ourselves.

1; COMMISSIONER AHE RNE: Yes.

15 MR. DENTON: That is the comparison.

16 COMMISSIONER AdEARNE: No, I was more concerned

37 that at least your reviewers do have in mind that they are

la not strictly looking at what will affect the restart issue

because there has to be a fundamental concern in the39

20 agency, is there anything substantially different.

eg MR. DENTON: Yes.

22 COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: Some substantial new

3 information.2

2g MR. DENTON: Yes. We would certainly flag those

23 and call those out it there were any substantially
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1 cifferences. But the basic instructions would be on tne

2 record.but these other two issues we would certainly cull

3 out if we find them.

4 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you plan re-doing what

5 the Stello group did?

6 MR. DENTON: No. I think he looked at it more

from the stanapoint of, is tnere any fundamental change of

8 our understanding of tne accident.

9 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: In tne sense is

10 harcware? .

11 COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: iie also looked at a much

12 smaller set of documents.

13 CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, he did, I agree with

14 that.

15 COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, let's see, I

16 didn't understand. You are going over some of the same

1; ground, is that it, plus some other things?

18

19

20

21

22

2:1

21

25

.
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MR. DENTON: I don't think when Vic looked at it
I

that he knew necessarily what was before the Board and

wnat the issues werc and what the staff had testified to.
3

He looked oack to see if what was in there was consistent
4

with tne findings of Kemeny and Rogovin and the staff and
5

that sort of look, not necessarily on the Board. I propose
6

_ to looK at it as to see if the staff's conclusions given

to the Board stand up.

COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: As part of his report he
9

said tnat tney did not have a familiarity with what

had been presented in tne Board hearings. You are also

looking at a lot more information, aren't you?

MR. DENTON: Well, I don.'t know that I am. I.

think basically he looked at the same information. He may

nave looked at a subset of it.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I thought you were looking

at more information. I thought in addition to the trial

record and tne exnibits you were looking at the exhibits
IR

that were prepared for the trial but not used.
19

MR..DENTON: Well, I got all of my information

from nim. So I don't xnow.
21

COMMISSIONER ABEARNE: But that is important.
22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is important to

settle, rignt.
28

MR. DENTON: Now remember there was this
25

|

|
i
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question of whetner we should go to B&W and get their

information or not. He gave me nis files and that is where

I was starting from.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Where does the Hartman
4

business come into all tnis?
5

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Why don't we stick with one

thing at a time.

MR. DENTON: Maybe there is someone in the

audience who coula answer your question about the scope of
9

nis review versus what I have got.

(Laughter.)

(No response.)

MR. D6NTON: I guess we don't have anyone from

his group here, but he transferred casically all of tne

paper.
la,

COMMISSIONER AriEARNE: Let me point out to makeg

the issue clear that he had looked at the transcripts of

tne court suit anc the exnibits tnat were actually used in

the court suit,
19

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That is right.

COMMISSIONER aSSELSTINE: That is right.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Beyond that there are a

number of exhibits that were prepared but weren't used,

and I tnougnt that this further was going to look at

those.
25
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: And we had asked for that.
1

|

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That is what I tnought '

the Commission nad asked.
3

MR. DENTON: I would have to clarify that.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, then maybe you had

better check.
6

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Let me put it

differently. Since tne Commission had asked for it, it is

not so much a clarification as an assurance that that is9

what we did.
10

MR. DENTON: We will do whatever you want. I

will have to clarify wnat I have got. All I realized was a

truck load of boxes and I don't really know what is in

there.
14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: As I recall, the Commission

nad first asked for a review of the trial record and the
16

exhibits, and then we followed up with a request that the

exhicits that were prepared for the trial but not used

should also be reviewed and that is all the farther we
19

went, but that is farther than we hac first indicated.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: we may have to do this

procedurally, but I thins this is an inordinate waste of

resources.
23

MR. DENTON: Maybe Guy has a comment on the
28

.

scope of tne material.

|
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MR. CUNNINGHAM: My understanding of it is that

enere are three groups of documents. What Vic Stello

looked at was so. 1, tne trial transcripts and the

admitted exhioits. Nos. 2 and 3, which Harold now has, are,

+

the exhibits used during the trail or identified for

possible use during the trail but not actually admitted

and then, in addition, depositions which were taken in

preparation for trial.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: And exhibits that were9

used in connection with taking the depositions I tnink.

MR. DIRCKS: Yes, that is in there.

MR. CUNNINGHAM: Yes, that is correct.
12

MR. DIRCKS: But that is all over with Harold.,

13

MR. CUNNINGHAM: That is what Harold will be
14

looking at over and above what Vic looked at.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Harold, you mentioned

that there were some things that you don't have, but that

you understand to exist. Can you just describe briefly

what tnose tnings are, otner records apart from what you
nave?

,
MR. DENTON: Apparently we obtained this group

of materials from GPU. I understand tnere may be a similar

group or material prepared by B&W for their ultimate

potential use in a trial and that some of their

preparation of materials have not been co-mingled into the
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material we have. We have basically the material that GPU
1

prepared for the proceeding and not B&W's side.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That leaves me a little bit
3

confused because I thought the Commission han said we
4

wanted you to look at the B&W material as well.

MR. DENTON: I understand that triples the

volume and is getting up to ---,
,

'

(
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: ao, there is a whole host '

of other material enat was not made into exhibits that may9

exist, but we were trying to be specific with regard to

wnat was tne ---
11

MR. DIRCKS: No. 2 says the exhibits used during

the trial were identified by either party for possible use

during the trial but not admitted into evidence.
|

14

MR. DENTON: We have a number of B&W exhibitsI3
l

and testimony that fall into these categories. In trying '

to answer your question, I understand there was a group of

material prepared for 8&W that never got into one of these

categories.
19

MR. DIRCKS: I think they were preparing it in

case tney needed it. The trail goes on forever.
21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But we were specific ona'
_.

wnere to stop. The place to stop was after you had

examined those exhioits that had been prepared for trial
21

and not used botn by GPU and by B&W, plus the depositions
25

.
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tnat I forgot to mention. But beyond that the Commission

nad not asked for any review.

. DMOH WeH , I guess I had assumed dat
3

the material I had provided was what the Commission had

asxed to be reviewed, and I will nave to ---
3

MR. DIRCKS: I think it incluces it all.

MR. D E:.NTON : Well, talXing about how to review.

th i.s , what I have done is I have met with all tne B&W

project managers as tne people who have tne most knowledge9

a sr s m er a an means to
10

safety and we would propose to use them and some lawyersg

and some other staff to separate it into review areas.

On page 3 I propose to sort the material into
3

bins. I have identified these bins based on a review of
14

all tne Commission orders and the Board decisions andg

admitted contentions and we have got these bins.

So we would sort this material into areas such

as operator training, procedures, precursors, maintenance,

licensee qualification, management competence, sort it

into these big eignt bins, which is going to be a lot of

,
paper per bin, and enen give tnese sort baskets of

material back to the technical branches who reviewed this
22

information and testified before the Boarc on tnese
23

matters.
21

Now if you take emergency planning, just to |,
.a

\
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pick one, there would prooably be a lot of information in

the record snowing that emergency planning was abysmal at

the time of the accident. Since the Commission has issued

wnole new rules and practices in emergency planning, it is

unlikely enat we will find something in that bin that.
a

would alter a reviewer's opinion about the adequacy of

_ emergency planning today.

I ass me y u wa t that looked at and a synopsis
8

written and a basis made ana it will take several man9

years of effort collectively. By tne time we get all this

paper back to the technical branch and get them to writeg

it up and come out with another volume saying we have made

a valiant effort to reaa it all and see if it affected our
13

conclusions.
14

If you turn to the next page, page 4, I would

kind of get at it this summer in a big way. It would be

mean that we would be deferring other importaat actions,

but try to more it on pretty rapidly and get the project

managers to sort it during the next few weeks and get it
19

to the technical branches and get them to read it and

write up a draft SER and try to get the whole tning
21

analyzed and issued by the 1st of September.
22

Now the advantage of that is I would have
23

gotten tne pertinent information back in the hands of the
21

people who maae the decisions and testified before the

|
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Board on the various issues, and if anything interchanges

we would therefore nave flaggec it.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I think there has to

be some reasonableness in what and how you would proceed

in making this review. I thins the Com.'.ission needs to3

examine.what it wants out of this review and anere it
6

. should come in ene process. On emergency planning there

may be something less than you describec that needs to be

done.
9

MR. DENTON: well, tnat is one wnere you could

decide tnat it just isn't worth tt'e candle ---

CHAIRMAN PALLADIh0: Well, I think this is
12

something the Commission ought to discuss, what it wants

out of this and where in the process it wants. I don't

think we have made that decision.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Let me ass a couple of

questions if I could, Harold, aoout your proposal.

On the first page where you describe the report

tnat you would generate, do you have in mind there
19

r;riefly identifying and descricing whatever material is

relevant to each of tne issues summarizing wnat that is
,

and giving us a reference so tnat then we could go back,

and identify in the record what cocument it is and where

it is found in tnat document in terms of your

identification and summary. Is that snat you had in mina
.
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as part of this report?

MR. DENTON: Yes.,
.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Second, on the sec'ndo
3

page on your last limitation, I understand that your
4

people are not investigators and I understood what you

said about well, you will try and identify anything that

you tnink may be relevant to management competence and
,

integrity issues other than the specific ones that you had

taken a position on in the proceeding,
9

would it ce possible or useful say to detailg

say one person from OI just to provide the service as an

advisor to the technical people that you are having going

through these things so that if there is a bin that needs

to be set up for new managem'ent competence and integrity

issues that you can in essence have somebody wno can

provide some advice on putting documents into that bin as

well.
17

MR. DENTON: I think that is a very good policy
18

question. I talked to Ben Hayes about the practicality of
19

it and ne has got a hugh workload at the moment, and I

cnink it is strictly what the Commission wants out of the

review. Knowing the limitations of technical staff in
22

reviewing for wrong-doing, we will identify only those

,

obvious examples.

I don't want to represent that we are doing a |
-

l

-

|
|
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thorough criminal investigation of this record, and it

would have to take someone of OI's capabilities to do

that. I think assigning someone to help identify the

ground rules and wnat to look for, if the Commission

expects a real nard look in that area, it would have to
5

involve people sucn as OI.

COMMISSIGNER ASSELSTINE: I am not even.

suggesting a complete look at every one of tne documents

by investigator types, but my thought was at least someone
9

to help guide your people might be useful just to assure

tnat if you are going to have a fairly wide screen that

that screen at least might pick up, if there are any,

items of fairly large significance.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, from my own point of

view, we had asked the EDO to do this review. It would

seem to me tnat any reasonable approach that the EDO wants

to take on this would be his prerogative unless the,

Commission wishes to interfere.
18

I think what we need to set forth is what we
19

want out of ic, where in the process this snoulo come and

any guidance it wants to give on the degree to which

issues that can't appear to impact on the decision at the

present time, whether or not those saould be looked at in

ene same detail as the others. I tnink this is just

something we will nave to get together to do in our closed
a
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'

session.
1

MR. DENTON: Now one purpose this review would

not serve is to cefend ourselves against the GPU lawsuit

against tne government. I think preparing for that kind of

_ activity would be a different endeavor. I have taixed to
a

OGC about it. I don't want to represent that what we are
6

doing here would serve that purpose either. This is,

focused on the TMI restart issues.
8

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, I propose that the
9

Commission give attention in its deliberations to what it

wants to accomplish through this review of the GPU/B&W

trial in general terms and what guidance it has witn

regard to the detail to which it should go in looking at4 ,

13>

issues tnat may not be as relevant as others or for which

( the cnanges nave been so extensive that the old data wouldg

not apply.

Also if the Commission wishes to approve NRR

doing it, fine, but I think it is EDO's prerogative to do

that in view of the assignment that we gave them. But that
19

again we can discuss in closed session.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: That assignment was what

now?
..

,
CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: The assignment was given to

the EDO, and not to have specific organization in the EDO,
28

and my feeling is whatever resources he feels should be
.

I I
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applied to this review, I think he should be free to give

it.
.,

.

A A g ess I would disagree.
3

with that in the sense tnat if the purpose of it is to

review this material for the Commission to reach a3

decision on any issue, including the restart, then the
6

- Commission has to end up being satisfied with the approach

tnat is going to be taken.

If, for example, the EDO came in with a9

proposal that the Commission felt was not going to meetg

the needs, then I woula guess the Commission would have tou

address that.
12

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I agree with John.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: As I said earlier, I think

tne EDO is free to go ahead unless tne Commission wants to
la.

interject itself.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I think it would beg

useful though for us to focus on tneir proposal and give
them a juogment one way or the other. I think this is a

,
significant exercise. The exercise that Stello put in was

a pretty significant one, and we ought to make very sure

that wnen enis one is done tnat this satisfies our needs,,
..

so tnat we don't get into this process of naving to do

this over anu over again.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: It is going to be a very
.
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large effort.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: What co you estimate is

the manpower or personpower required to do this?

MR. DENTON: Just for the sorting will require
4

our B&W project managers four hours a day or more, and I

have offered to pay overtime in this kind of thing for the
next several weeks. I nave two or three lawyers. I have

two or three people from Vic's group, assistants, just to

get the material into the bins.
9

Then it nas got to be reviewed by the various

branches, and we estimate that there are up to 15 branches

tnat have testified in this proceeding that would have

part or all of a bin. They would have to do the review and

tnen tney would have to write an SER and that would take

some effort. So I think it is on the order of several

man-years it we count over the next few months such a

crash program.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: I wasn't being critical.

I just wanted to understand.
19

MR. Dt.NTON: It is a big undertaking, and I

think it is important that we be clear on what the

Commi.3sion wants before we really get into it in a big
way.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That makes your schedule

,
look rather optimistic in the sense you have draft SERS
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being received by tne 1st of August and that is going to

,
be cutting it pretty tignt.

MR. DENTON: It is a very tight schedule.
3

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: In some of these bins it

may be very easy to do, but in some of the others it may3

not be.
6

MR. DENTON: The only way to accomplish that.

schedule would be to cut oack on other activities that we
had planned or committed to do in those branches. This9

will just haVe to taXe precedence in order to meet the

scheoule.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, as I understand, the

Commission will deliberate not only what we want to see.

accomplished out of this and any comments on your

procedures but also on the issue of whether or not we

agree with the EDO's approacn and we can do that in our

further deliberations.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: May I ask a final

question. Where does this leave you on the subject of

management integrity?

MR. DENTON: I think we are still where we were
21

wnen we sent the letter.
.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: But this approach would

allow you to resolve it?

MR. DIRCK3: If you go along with this approach,a,

|

|
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togetner with the other one ---

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: The other suggestions

you made?

MR. DIRCKS: Right. But if you go back to the

May 19th one, this is just one avenue that has to be

pursued, the review of the documents. We nave got other

things pending in that area.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: This is a way of getting

bacs to your state of confidence.
9

MR. DIRCKS: Yes.g

MR. DENTON: Now on the review of the Beda/RhRg

reports, we have sent a team of people and regions are

re-examining and interviewing people on all those issues

that were covered in Beda and RHR that weren't looked at
14

the first time and we will nave a report dealing withla.

whether those issues enange.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: What is the magnitude of

that effort?
18

MR. DENTON: That is quite a few people also. It
19

must be 8 or 10 people it you count the people between

headquarters and the region. We divied up the issues
21

covered by Rhd and Beda and spent a week I think at the
22

site trying to cover all tnose and write it up so we can

address every one of the concerns that those two reports
21

raised.
25
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COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Let me get back to tne

point that Commissioner Gilinsky raisea. Are you saying

that you all believe the document review is necessary as

part of your revalidation effort, as apart from just being

resp nsive to the Commission direction that se wanted a
5

review of those documents? Because I thought that was what

you were saying to --
7

^" ^ ~~ * 9 9 ***
8

to that question, if you tied it in for -- you made a9

pr p sal n this separation, individuals from corporate.
10

If we decide one way on that versus the other way on that,

is this document review necessary?

MR. DIRCKS: First of all, I think we started

off with the document review cecause the Commission said
14

to ao tne document review.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Right.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Do you feel it is

necessary?

MR. DIRCKS: Now, if you say is the document

, review necessary from the integrity standpoint, and if you

say you want to satisfy tnat whole management integrity
issue before restart, there have been a few instances

coming up in this document review --I would not say they

, are overwnelming but it you say the review, if you say you
have to decide the integrity review before restart, we,a,
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probably have to go through these documents.

If you say that we can tame the integrity issue

on a case-by-case basis, on an individual casis --
3

COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: Well, are you saying that

if we accept your proposal to separate individuals from
5

corporate, then you would view the document review in the

. same way that you would review the investigations of the

individuals, namely tnat is now a separate issue?

MR. DIRCKS: It would be off on a separate --
9

COMMISSIONER AnEARNE: Is that your proposal?g

MR. DIRCKS: I think we are just trying to --

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: It sounds like they are

not.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: 'de are trying to

understand. You came in and --g

MR. DIRCKS: I don't -- it's a different

question. When we came down here,we assumed that the

Commission wanted the document review done --
18

COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: Well, yes, I think that
19

is right.

before restart.MR. DIRCKS: --

21

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's rignt.
..

I COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But this is asking you
| 23
I

the question --
21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: I don't know that we ever,

| Ki
!
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said it was before restart, necessarily.

MR. DIRCKS: Then, I guess, we are getting the

wrong signals. But we assumed --
3

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: They have to address that.

. It may be --
a

COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: he certainly wanted the

documents reviewed.,

.

9' ' *

8

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: That was very clear. The9

rest of that phrase I don't think we have ever become

clear at.

MR. DIRCKS: Harold, you can jump in. From the

point of view of safety of the installation, the

procedures, the Q and A, the maintenance, everytning else,

we taink -- I believe we thing -- it is a very low pay-off

to keep going tarough these cocuments.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I am not sure for

Commissioner Asselstine. I am not asking your opinion on

wnether or not,I am just asking your position. You came

cosn on May 19 with a me.no which ended up saying you no

longer can support the management competence or integrity

I forget exactly the phrase -- finding.--

MR. DIRCKS: We said, in vies of these other

issues we will hold in abeyance.

COMMISSIONER AnEARNE: All right. Now, I am
.
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asking you, what are the steps that you -- representing

the staff -- believe necessary to be completed for you to

re-address whether or not you will continue to hold in
3

abeyance or be prepared to go back to your earlier

position?.

a

I am just asking what do you, representing the

staff, believe is necessary for the staff to do?,

MR. DIRCKS: Well, I think the issue of

separating out the individuals that we have identified --
9

and that is a question of how high up or low you go in theg

organization, that is one tning that has to be resolved.g

Two, the competence of the individuals

remaining,.that is the other point that has to be

resolved. '

14

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: nell, what about theg

GPU/B&W trial record, the things we have been talking
about here?

1,.

MR. DIRCKS: On that one we -- I think on that
18

one we would say that is not necessary to go througn
19

before restart.
20

MR. DENTON: There is an awful lot tnat appears

on the few reports I have read, in that batch, that would
22

be very valuable in defencing ourselves against the law

suit.
25

Put I doubt that there is a lot in there that
25

|
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would cause us to alter our views on areas where there nas
I

been such a profound change in our requirements since the

accident. Training, there is a lot of information on how
3

poor training was at the time of accident.

Bear in mind, this record stops about six hours.
a

after the accident. So, all it is is history. The training

program that was in place at that time bears no relation.

to the training program tnat we have reviewed up there
8

tnat is in place today. So, it is very unlikely that a9

review of that history will turn out anytning on training.g

But I nad assumed that the Commission hadg

wanted it done, and tnat is why we have put a program

together to try to do it systematically.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But did I understand you

correctly tnat you do not feel it is necessary to do the

GPU v. B&W trial record review as described before
restart?

l~

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: That's right.

MR. DENTON: From a safety standpoint --
19

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Safety.
,

MR. DENTON: -- I don't think it is going to be

that revealing to warrant the level of effort. But I would
,,

assume the Commission wanted it done.
23

! COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Let's see, I was asking
i 28

about the management integrity issue.
.
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes, Okay. That was the

next thing.

MR. DENTON: Well, now, even on management

integrity I am not sure that having the technical staff
4

look at it is going to reveal a lot, either.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, I am not pressing6

_ you to go one way or tr.e other. I am just trying to

understand what it is you are doing and wnat your thinking

is,
9

MR. DENTON: Well, based on the fact that Vicg

only found one example to send to OI during his look atg

it, we are going to be plowing back through it with a

different --,

13

(Simultaneous conversations)
14

MR. DIRCKS: Again, it depends upon if you say,

let us separate out the individuals.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: What you are saying is,

if you can go that way, then you can finesse the question

of the documents.
19

MR. DENTON: Rignt.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: On the other hand, if

you don't go that way, you have to slog through the

- documents. Is that a fair statement?
B

MR. DIRCKS: I think it is a fair statement.
21 -

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, let me ask -- I think
25
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ene Commission does nave some celiberation to do.
1

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Yes.
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: 1 want to see if there are3

any other pertinent questions you have to staff.

There was one otner point and that was whether
5

or not you wanted to hear about the GPU proposal.

MR. DIRCKS: Could we just hit something on

this?
8

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right.
9

MR. DENTON: I would like just to hit theg

nighlignts.

COMMISSIONER AhEARNE: Can I ask a question

about the proposal?

I noticed when GPU sent in their original

letter bacK on June 10 and followed it up with a -- I

guess a corrective letter, this was served on all the

parties.

MR. DIRCKS: Yes.
18

COMMISSIONER AddARNE: Now, is the hand-out that
19

you are aoout to speak from, was that something that was

also served on all the parties?

MR. DENTON: It will be. It was given to us in a

meeting yesterday and a transcript was taken. All parties

were there, and they will all receive copies of the

trancript.
,
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.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Which item, which hand-out,
I

are you referring to?

MR. DENTON: I am referring to the organization

chart.
4

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: That was not the purpose--

of the meeting was not to hear on tne GPU proposal but if

the Commission would lixe to, we can go aheac.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Well, we are hearing

about it from Harold, though.9

MR. D6NTON: I thinx it bears on the issue of

wnether or not it is feasible.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: You worry about the
12

Sunshine Act.
13

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: No. I would just like to

know what the Commission wants to do, we had set'up one'

meeting.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Well, I do not know

how long it is going to take to do that and what that is

going to do to the second meeting.
19

COMMISSIONER AnEARNE: I would like to ask20

,

another question. The licensee's letter came in on June
10, essentially three days after EDO's June 7th. Is it

your view tne licensee was attempting to respond to your

proposal or was this something that the licensee and the

staff had been wor <ing together on?.

.
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MR. DENTON: I had broached the subject with the

.
company t'.o or three months earlier than that letter, to

say there are all enese open issues and they are not
3

closing. Have you ever -- you know, that looking at this
4

situation two years ago you should have fissioned and mace

enis issue easier to decide, ratner than waiting for the
6

,
investigations to be completed.

So, I think that was my first impetus on it.

But it is clear their proposal is voluntary and we haveg

not requested it. I guess we need from the Commission

wnether you want us to review it or not.

All I am prepared today is to describe it. But

whether you want to pursue tnis,.which is what our memo.

recommends we do, is something we need your guidance on.

ChAIRHAN PALLADINO: Well, let me ask you this,

if we just permitted you to describe it, how long would it
take you?

MR. DENTON: Just a few minutes to cover the --
18

(Laughter)
19

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: If you would like to hear

tne staff's position?

COMMISSIONER AnEARNE: Since I had an assistant. , ,
__

attend tne meeting yesterday and have already talked to

the assistant at length and have read his notes from the

meeting and the hand-outs, I do not need to have Harold go
a
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through.
1

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: See if you can tell us

about it later.
3

CCMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: I don't either. But at
4

some point I guess I have some questions about some of the

judgments that are made in tnis proposal. That may take

some time._
,

' '8

suggestion, that we give tne staff five minutes to9

ghlight it and then we will proceed.
10

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: Can I just taxe anothery;

30 seconds and ask whether other parties will make

presentations or make them at another time, or submit

arguments in writing?

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: hell, tnat is one of the

reasons I said we were not prepared to have GPU make its

presentation today because I think we would have to

consider what opportunity we want to give the other
parties. Hearing where the staff is, I think may be

19

worthwnile.
20

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: As far as the other21,

parties providing comments *in writing, we nad already

agreed that that was going to be done.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: It has been arranged.

COMMISSIONER GILINSKY: I am not sure that3
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satisfies our obligations, or that is what they want to

do.
2

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: hell, our purpose was to

hear from the staff today. I am asking --

MR. PLAINE: It's your decision.

.

6

7

8

9

10

11

'

12

13
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CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Let me suggest tnat we

proceed with a five-minute discussion by the staff.

MR. DENTON: What I will do is outline in more3

detail their proposal to you, and I guess the guidance we
need is do you want us to follow up and do anything on it.5

All we have done so far is meet with them once to be sure
,

_ we understood it.
,

The first page is a chart of tne company as itg

existed in March of '79. What the symbols show is where9

those people who held those offices are today. The first10

box is they are no longer with GPU Nuclear. If you look ong

this slide, for example, the President, the Vice Presicent
for Generation, the Station Manager for TMI and the

Superintendent of Unit 1 who were there at the time of the

accident are not tnere today.

In other words, this is looking back to see who

awas there in '79 and where are they today. So none of

those people are with GPU Nuclear.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But the way it was
19

organized at the time, GPU hac GPD Service Corporation and

also had some involvement witn respect to TMI.
21

MR. DENTON: This is the Met Ed organization at

the time whicn was one of the service companies. The other
,

service company was the Jersey Central Service Company,
21

Penn Electric Service Company and the so-called Service
,a,
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Corporation.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Right.

MR. DENTON: But none of the people that I just

mentioned who were there in Met Ed at the time are
4

anywhere in GPU Nuclear today.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I was only raising the

point tnat in looking at organization for TMI prior to the

accident I think GPU Service Corporation ---

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINS: It is broader than9

tnis.
10

MR. DENTON: I will get to that on the next

slide. I was just trying to deal with the Met Ea

organization here.

The next coloration is that they are not in the

Unit 1 organization. In other words, these are people wno
la.

were there at the time, the dots wicely spread, those

people are not in the Unit 1 organization today. They may

be elsewhere in the company,'but they are not there.

Then tne close spaced dots, they are still in
19

the Unit 1 assignment out of lesser scope. The Manager of
.

--

Aaministration enere in Maren '79 is still in the
21

,
organization but at a lesser scope job and likewise with

tne Manager of QA who was there. He is still in the Unit 1

organization, but in a lesser scope job.
21

Whereas, tnis is only taking the people who
25
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were there at the time and seeing where they are in GPU
i

today or whether they are even witn GPU today.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: We are talking about the

people who are represented by tnis.

MR. DENTON: Yes.
5

Now turning to the next slide, this is where

_ the corporation is today and where the people came from

who hold tnose slots. So if you turn the page, now it is
8

GPU Nuclear Corporation, it is not Met Ed, anc you see ene9

Ofrice of tne President. Bob Arnold was with Met Ed priorg

to March '79.g

The slashed lines in the legend are people who

were with Met Ed prior to '79.,

Going down that line you see that Clark is new

to the system since that time. The Vice President forg

TMI-1, Hukill, is new, and tne widely spaced dots are new

people. So Clark is new, Fiedler, duxill, Kanga, Kintner,
1_.

Girford and Manganaro.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Kintner, is that ---

19

MR. DENTON: Ed Kintner trom AEC days.

COMMISSIONER AnEARNE: And DOE.
21

MR. DENTON: YeG.
22

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: What is the difference
23

between new to GPU system since 3/79 and not with Met Ed

prior to 3/79?
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COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I assume that not with
1

Met Ed means that they were, for example, with GPU

Service, Penn Electric or Jersey Central. Like for Nuclear
3

Assurance, Mr. Long was with GPU Service, wasn't he?

. MR. DENTON: Mr. Long was in the Service
a

Corporation, that is right.

So just to show, there are a number of.

important positions wnere there are people who are all

brand new today. Some of them were with GPU Service9

Corporation or elsewnere in the company, but it shows thatg

in the 13 or so top positions, a large number of them are

brand new to the company.

Now let's turn to the next page and go into the

TMI-l organization itself. 'Apparently there are around 920

employees applied to TMI-l today. Of those, 442 areg

so-called key people. Thece are the nanagers, tecnnical

professional and the licensed operators. If you look at

those 422 people, 233 of them are new since March of '79,

anc 100 of those 422 were not in Met Ld at the time. Then
19

it breaks down under each one of the various jobs how many
,

of tne people in that group are new.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Now they are C&D ,

additive?
23

MR. DENTON: Yes.
21

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: They don't add up to 442.,,
a
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MR. DENTON: So roughly three-quarters of all

the key personnel in tnis organization are new.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: New to Met Ed.

MR. DENTON: You add the 233 and the 100, and
4

that is 300-and-some out of 400-and-some that are new to
the corporation. So I just wanted to illustrate that when

we talk about integrity and individuals, there has been a

sweeping turnover of people in this organization.

COMMISSIONER ROBERTS: You may not know this,9

but under "A" today it is 922. What would it have been in

Ja aury of '79?u
MR. DENTON: About a third of that.

12

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: But remember they used to

have GPU Service.
14

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Yes.g

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: So there is a complete

restructure.
17

MR. DENTON: If you go back to the first one,

you will notice the way Met Ed ran, they had their own
19

training department, the.r own quality control department

and many of the deficiencies that existed at the time of
21

the accident probably flowed out of those areas.
22

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: There has been a
23

tremendous increase in the size.
25

MR. DENTON: That is right. The training program
2a,
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nas gone from 2 people to 40 people and that is reflected

! in these kinds of numbers.
l

so if you look down this list you can find some

areas where almost everyone is new. In other words,
4 -

technical functions with 40 and 45, that is 85 people out
5

of the 105 key people are new.

The one area tnat has the most people still

tnere who were there at the time is in operations as you

would expect. A lot of tne people who actually operate
9

Unit 1 are still there. If you look at tne utility's

letter to us, eney say that no one will hold an operating

license for Unit 1 who was an operator in Unit 2. That is

one of the commitments they make.. So that excludes a.

13

certain number of operators.
4

Also, they propose to have no one in any ofg

tneir so-called oversight committees who was there at the

time of the accident. -

"
18

operations?

e pera ns are under nu h ,.
20

tne Vice President for TMI-1. So you see there are 33

roughly people out of tne 95.

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Oh, I am loosing down at

the bottom. Okay, thank you.

MR. DENTON: They are people who were Unit 1

1
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operators at the time and may still be Unit 1 operators or

Key people.

The company in their letter to you proposed to

take the key oversight groups such as QA, licensing,

on-site safety review groups and make sure that none of
3

those groups had people in tnem who were in there at the

time of the accident. Ihat is about 100 people altogether.

in their oversight committees none of whom where there at
,

the time.
9

A EARNE: inat does dat do to de' .

10

QA office?g

MR. DENTON: The company said yesterday that

they can replace them with people who fully meet the

existing QA requirements for those billets. That is

something that we would have to take a look at.
la_ -

There will come some point where one wonders if

there isn't a proposal to take a major change and almost
put the plant in the mode that we had been critical of in

some otner plants that were going into start-up saying do
19

you have enougn people who are really familiar with the

plant.

MR. DENTON: Apparently there are 50 key

individuals in that GA operation and tney are replacing
about 10 of them. That group has probably the biggest

turnover, but it is still 20 percent.

!
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Tne last attacnment here is a letter that
I

delineates the responsibilities of Clark and Arnold. It

says that Bill Clark has been assigned tne leaa for TMI-l

activities.
1

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: What does that mean?5

MR. DENTON: As I understood it, they have

_ always had in tne President's Office a division of

responsibilities tnat Clark used to be in charge of Oyster
8

Creek and Bob Arnold looked after TMI-1 and 2. So that is9

the individual in the office whom corresponcence is

addresseo to and who is responsible for the day-to-day
operations. But if one or the other were out tnat day,

then whoever was in ene office would serve both joos. So

it doesn't mean, as I understand it, that Arnold is
14

totally removed from any influence. It means that the lead

in that office would be Clark for tne day-to-day oversight
of activities at the Island.

17

Bob Arnold would retain lead activity for TMI-2
clean-up, for example, and Oyster Creek. The two snare and

19

.
then divy up their workloads by plant name.

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Does that mean that21

Clark tnen reports as far as TMI-l is concerned or would,

report under this proposal as far as TMI-l is concerned

not to Arnold but arouna Arnold to the next higner level?
MR. DENTCN: The next nigher level is the Board
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of Directors, and apparently therd is a dashed line there
1

.

that anything that Arnold would attempt to overturn Clark

with, enat Clark has a right of appeal to the Board of

Directors.
4 '

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: Where does Diecamp fit?
5

MR. DEtJTON: He is on the Board of Directors.

MR. DIRCKS: He is the President of GPU.

Corporation.

COMMISSIONER AHEARNE: I kncy, and I would have
9

thougnt tnat is wnere the line of reporting would go to.

MR. DENTON: Well, perhaps I would have to deferg

to the company on tnat question.

I just wanted to give you a brief overview that

is more detailed in their letter. I guess the key is do

you want us to get in and review this or do you think it
la.

is fruitful or not?

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: All right. We will take

that up in our closed session deliberations.

MR. DIRCKS: And any guidance you may wish to
19

give us on how high up you want to go and any guidance as

to this overall integrity issue.
21

COMMISSIONER ASSELSTINE: Let me ask just one
22

quick final question on this.
23

Harold, to what extent is the GPU proposal
21

really premised enough on the notion that the problems
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related to the accident really were limited to Met Ed and

didn't go very much ceyond that, and to what extent, if

that is the premise behind this, do you think that is or

is not supported by what we know now?
4

MR. DENTON: The premise, I really don't know

their premise, but I can surmise that since the four top

positions at the Met Ed company or at the Island have been

replaced with new people. I tnink the company recognized
8

enat they had tnia service corporation and tne Service

Corporation did exercise some oversight functions and Bob

Arnold was a person who was most involved in tnat

oversignt and this proposal nas nim step aside then from
12

the day-to-day control of that operation.

So it is premised on Met Ed I think naving the

principal responsibility for the accident and maybe the I

Service Corporation had some, and they have attempted to

address that issue by having Clark take over that activity
rather than Bob.

18

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Well, we thank the staff.
19

I suggest we adjourn this session and reconvene

in about ten minutes in closed session.
21

(Whereupon, at 11:05 a.m., the meeting

adjourned.)

___

21
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1

2

CERTIFICATE OF PROCEEDIl4GS
3

1

. This is to certify that the attached
a

proceedings before the NRC Commission in the matter of

_ DISCUSSION OF COMPLEPION OF TMI-l RESTART REVIEW on

Tuesaay, June 21, 1983, conoucted in Room 1130, 1717 E

Street, N. W, Washington, D. C., were held as neroin
9

appears, ano that this is tne original transcript for the

file of the Commission.

12

1G Eulbaute--------------------
13

Official Reporter - Typed

. .
'

-

E. I l Xf--------------------(----,/.
------

Official Reporter - Signature

18

19

20

_-_

21

22

23
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MEMORANDUM FOR: Chairman Palladino
Comissioner Gilinsky
Comissioner Ahearne
Comissioner Roberts UCCKETiWi'13ER g g g -

*

Comissioner Asselstine PROD. & UTIL FAC.. ...mm _
- .

FROM: William J. Dircks
Executive Director for Operations

,

.

SUBJECT: COMPLETION OF TMI-I RESTART REVIEW

The recent staff review which was the subject of my memorandum to the

Comission of May 19, 1983, concluded that the issues raised by the Hartman

allegations should not by themselves prevent restart of TMI-1. Further, the
.,

staff concluded that, due to the open issues which have been identified and

(T .

which were not considered in the revalidation program, the staff can draw nos

conclusion regarding management integrity as it impacts on restart at this
.

time. Therefore, the staff has initiated actions which will enable it to

reach a current position on restart.
,

|

These actions will include completion of the review of the B&W-GPU lawsuit

documents. The review conducted to date confirms conclusi'ons reached in the

report of'the previous review of ths trial court record dated March 28, 1983,

that the documents do not contain significant new information which affects

the agency's understanding of the TMI-2 accident, including the sequence of

events, The review has, however, identified information with a potential

bearing upon management integrity.

.

f
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In order to consolidate consideration of this ir:ue within our normal

licensing review process, I would like to have NRR complete the review of the

B&W-GPU lawsuit documents which consist of (1) the trial transcripts and

exhibits admitted into evidence, (2) exhibits used during the trial or
~

identified by.either party for possible use duri'ng the trial but not admitted

into evidence, and (3) the depositions taken in preparation for the ' trial as |

well as the exhibits used in taking the depositions.1/ To assure a smooth

transition in this effort, I will make available, for a short period on a

detail. basis, those staff members who had been assisting Mr. Stello in the

review.-
:
r

_. .__

In addition, as he examination of the issues and documents identified in mytq

May 19 m$morandum produces conclusions and recomendations, I will also look

to NRR to integrate them in an overall staff conclusion on management i

integrity.
-

,

,

,

.

| -1/ The Staff is also aware of thousands of other documents possessed by
1 the parties to the B&W-GPU lawsuit. However, we are proposing to
j limit our review to the above B&W-GPU lawsuit documents. We believe

these documents are representat'ive and will reasonably identify all
safety issues. This is because of the substantial effort undertaken
by the parties to prepare the document's in an adversarial process
which provided significant incentives for the parties to be s

exhaustive in their preparation. Obviously more information might
be available from other documents, but from a cost benefit view, we

(/ believe rr approach is reasonable.
,.

-

t
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It appears that a sensible way to approach the review of the B&W-GPU
,

lawsuit documents and the other matters in my May 19, 1983 memorandum is to'

focus our imediate attention on basic safety matters. 2/ Specifically:
,

is there any new infomation I contained in the B&W-GPU lawsuit
documents and other documents possessed by NRC such as the Beta and RHR.

reports, and any other information develope ~d by the ongoing
investigations which is material to the resolution of: (i) the. questions
raised by the Comission in its August 9,1979 order (10 NRC 141)-
commencing the restart proceeding; (ii) the additional questions raised
by the Comission in its subsequent order of March 6,1980 providing
further guidance to the Licensing Board regarding the management
competency issues (11 NRC 406); (iii) the specific contentions relating
to these issues raised by the parties in the restart proceeding; and
(iv) the issues raised by the Licensing Board in its reopened proceeding
on the question of cheating. If so, such infonnation should be !

identified and evaluated as to whether any actions should be required -

!before restart.

p. With regard to the specific issue of management integrity, there are at least.
,

e
'two approaches. One is to defer restart until a review and investigation of ;

'the impacted individuals is completed. The other approach is to separate out
;

the corporate institution from corporate employees. We recomend the latter

approach which divides the issue into two parts. (1) the corporate

institution, i.e., the stated policies and procedures of the corporate

institution and (2) the individuals, i.e., past perfomance and current
,

| competence of the individuals responsible for implementing the corporate ,

.

! :,

| .

.

2/ The purpose of this review is to resclve the restart issue and not
to prepare the NRC defense to the GPU v. NRC lawsuit. The Staff-

will in the review be alert to whether there is any new infomation
that causes a fundamental change to our understanding of the cause

. '

of the accident.
'

|
'

3/ "New information" here refers to infonnation not in the record developed
by the Licensing Board.-

,

i

.

'
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policies and procedures. Absent new infonnation, we do not believe it is |
u.

advisable to expend time and resources to re-examine the stated policies of i

the corporate institution. This area, as well as the GPU organizational'

structure, has been reviewed by the staff and found to be acceptable. The
.

competence of the management employees have alser been found acceptable.

.

Therefore, we would focus our attention upon the past perfonnance of

individuals identified by the various allegations, reviews and

investigations.
I

!

.

If we focus our attention on indiv,iduals, we could proceed on a schedule
i

separate from the restart decision schedule, provMed that certain of the.-- j
~

C
Qv individuals are* temporarily removed from safety related activity at TMI-1,

'

absent a satisfactory demonstration by licensee that one or more of those

individuals may be retained for an interim period while they are under )
investigation. As reflected in the attached organizational plan for TMI-1,

,

we are dealing with a finite number of individuals who were involved at ;

I

!TMI-2. Specifically we would review the assignments of these individuals on
!

a case-by-case basis and propose reassignments as deemed necessary; we would i

assure that where an individual is. removed, his replacement possesses the
i

.

required qualifications for the position. |
t

-
.

*
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.
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As for past actions of those individuals, we would carry on the various ;

investigations and the review of documents and again, on a case-by-case basis

as a conclusion is reached, either authorize return of the individual to his
,

prior assignment position or take'whatever enforcement action deemed
~

necessary. It may be that as we proceed down this path the number of

individuals and positions involved and the actions taken will cause us to

reevaluate this approach to dealing with management integrity. Restart of

the plant would not foreclose us from taking appropriate enforcement action

at that time.

Our recommendations then are as follows: -. --

C ,

.

u
.

consolidate review of restart in NRR including the review of the--

.

B&W-GPU lawsuit documents.

on the issue of management integrity:
,

--

review assignments of individuals to TMI-1, direct-

reassignments as necessary, and review competence of

repla ements, if not already done, prior to restart;

separate the issue of the past perfomance of individuals-

, ,

from the issue of the corporate institution, at least

initially, and focus attention on individuals as an

,
enforcement matter on a schedule separate from restart. -

.

#

.

e e

e
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If these recomendations are acceptable, the Staff will provide the ,

_

Comission an estimate of the schedules and resources necessary to complete
,

them. The staff believes that the above actions will provide all the
'

infonnation necessary for it to provide the Comission its position on
' * *

'

restart.

.

S g
William J. Dircks

'

Executive Director for Operations
.

Attachment: TMI I Organization -

# '~

CC: SECYhr OPE
*

'
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Pesition
'

Ince: bent Position - 3/2En 9

P. esident . GPU Huclear Robert C. Arnold
'

Vice President - Generation
GPU Service Corp., Parsippany.

.

Executive VP, GPUNC Phil' R. Clark New
- .

Chaiman, GURB I. R. Finfrock . ' . Jersey Central

' YP, Oyster Creek P. B. Fiedl er New
'

YP, TMI-1 H. D. Hukill New
.

YP, TMI-2 S. Kanga (Bechtel) '

---

VP, Technical Functions R. F. Wilson Director, Tech. Functions, GPM
Service Corp., Generation Div.~

_..

YP, Nuclear Assurance - R. L. Long Manager, Generation Productive--

g{J ity, GPU Service Corp.,. .

Generation Div..

.

'

VP,5dministration P. R. Clark (Acting) New-

,

VP, Co=unications W. L. Gifford New

VP, Radiation and R. W. 'Heward Manager, Projects, GPU.

,
Environmental Controis Service Corp. , Generation Div<

'

V.P. Maintenance and F. F. Mang:naro New
Construction -

. .,,, . ,_

i .

:

Manager, P1 ant Administration, P. G.'Christr.an Manager, Generation Admin. ,''

TMI-1 Met-Ed, Reading.

'

Iiirector, Operations and '

.

Maintenance, THI-1 R. J. Toole Unit Superintendent, Homer
. - City (fossil), Pennelec

'

Director, Plant Engineering, J. J. Colitz Director, Generation Projects*

'jI-1 Engineering, Meted, Reading

.

D

.,

.

_- - . . - - - -_ _ - _ - _ _ -_ _-_ - - - _ - - - -_ - -
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(:sition Incumbent Position - 3/28/79

Manager, Plans and Programs, R. P. kdamiak New
THI-l .

Manager, Plant Chemistry E. C. Fuhrer Engineer, Radiation Protectier.
TMI-l - Reports to & Che.mistry, TMI .1
Director, Ops. -& Maint..

'

Manager, Plant Operations M. J. Ross Supervisor of Operations,
TMI-1 - Reports to TMI'-1-

Director, Ops. & Paint. -

Manager, Plant Maintenance D. M. Shoviin Superinten' dent of Maintenance,
TMI-1 - Reports to- TMI
Director, Ops. & Ma~ int. -

.

Administrative & Technical R. S. Harbin Tech. Analyst,1XI-1
Support,-TMI-1 - Reports
to Director, Ops. & Maint

Supervisor., Plant Review Max Nelson New |
~

. Group TMI-1 - Reports -

Director, Ops. & Maint.
--

.~.
.

,

- Plant Engineeri'ng Directorate -

Director: J.J! Colitz - TMI-1

Lead Mbhanical Engineer R. D. Earl ey Lead flechanical Engr. , TMI-1-

Lead Nuclear Engineer W. S. Wilkerson Nuclear Engineer, TMI-1 -

Lead Electrical Engineer C. Hartma.n Lead Electrical.. Engr., TMI'-1. .

Lead IEC Engineer V. P. Orla~ di ILC Engineert, TMI.-1n
..

Technical Analyst - T. A. 0.' Connor Plant Fire Prote'ction - *

Fire Protection Tech. Analyst -

Special Project Ingineer P. P. Tarish Engineer - Met-Ed - Reading
'

Supervisor - Chemistry J. G. Reed - Chemistry Foreman, 1MI-1*

,

-
.,- .

*
+. . .

.

4

*
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( asition I'ncumbent Position - 3/28/79.

VP .& Ci.>ector - Radiological
& Environment Controls .

R.W. Hewa rd - GPUNC
'

Manager - Radiological G. A. Kuehn New

Controis, TMI-1 ,

Rad.. Engineering Mgr. R. Shaw New
'*

TMI-1 -

..

Rad. Field Ops. Mgr. D. E. Tuttl e New .
~

TMI-1

Ad=inistrator, Rad. Dolores Simmons Dosimetry Clerk - Rad. Con.,
Controls, TMI-1 Uni,ts 1 & 2

,

. >

.

~~

YP, Nuclear Assurance -

-R.L. Lono - GPUNC

( rector, Quality Assurance H. C. Kazanas Mgr. , Quality Assurance,
- GPU Sve. Corp. , Gen. Div.

Dik:ctor, Training &Ed. R. Coe . New
.

-

Mana'ger, TM1 QA - Blaine Ballard New

Modifications / Operations
-

.

Nuclear Safety R. N. Whitesel New

Assessment Director .

- NewManager, Emergency Prep. R. E. Rocan -
.n.,

'

!

.

.

YP & Dir2ctor - Technical .

Functions
R.F. Wilson - GPUNC

.

Chair.ian, TMI Generation W. F. Schamaiss ,- Elec. Power & Instrumentation.*

v
Review Committee - Mgr. , GPU Sve. Corp. , ~ Gen. Dif~

'

Mgr., Engineering Sycs. C. A. Mascari * Engr. - GPU Sve. (Forked R,ives
'

. (~. ,irector, Licensing & ' J. R. Thorpe Mgr., Environmental Affairs,
Regulatory Affairs . .

GPU Sve. Corp. , Gen. Div.
-

.
.

8 e

.
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osition Incumbent Position - 3/28/79 -

Director', Engineering D. K. Croneberger Mgr. , Engineering & Design, !
& Design DPU Sve. Corp. , Gen. Div. '

'

i

Director, Syste:ns T. G. Broughton Control & Safety Analysis !
Engineering Mgr. , GPU Sve. , Gen. Div.

|
'

Director, Engineering R. W. Keaton Mgr. , Systems Engineering,
Projects GPU Sve. Corp. , Gen. Div. ;

:.
.

Director, Startup & Test J. T. Carroll . . Oyster Creek i

.

-
,

,

VP & Director - Administration .

P.R. Clark ( Actino) - GPUNC -

Director, Fiscal Info. ,Mgmt. S. B. Fisher New

Director, Materials Mgmt.' Herfel New

Director. Human Resources T. L. Myers New
'----

(Now rpts directly to
.{ Office of the President)s

__
* I

IDirector, Security, Facili- .R. Russo ; Administration Division
*

ties, Industrial Safety & GPU Svt. Corp. , Gen. Div.
H;al th ;-

.

.

VP & Director - Radilogical
,

& Environmental Controls i
-

R.11. Heward GPUNC -
. .- - . . .u _

'

M::naDer, TMI-1 Radiological G. A. Kuehn New
'

. Controls , .
-

,

Director, TMI-2 Radiological J. E. Hildebrand New -

Controls i.

I-
.

TMI Radiological Assessment W. C. Craft New {
-

. |

, Oyster Creek Rad. Assess. C. A. Pollard New'
'

j
- -

-

D. W. Turner
("snager,OysterCreek

. j

-
--

Rad. Controls,-,.
,

Mgr., Env. Controls H. B. Roche Jersey Central j

Corp. Rad. Engineering
'

T. D. Murphey New-

D. H..Reppert GPU Licensing, Parsippany
.

. .
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osition Incumbent Position - 3/28/79.

I

Y? & Director - Maintenance
& Construction .

F.F:.Mancanaro, GPUNC

M&C Director, TMI-1 S. Levin (Acting) Forked River
.

Mgr., M&C Planning G.:J. Treffer Mgr., Generation QA
GPU Sve. Corp. , Gen. Div..

, ,

M&C Production Director S. Levin - - - Forked P.iver
.

Hgr., MEC Methods & Proced. A. Laird (Hg.) New

Unfilled (Island) --
,

'

M&C Admin. Support Mgr. D. H. Campbell New
.

.

'

T
Shift Supervisors (SRO) L. G. Noll Unit 1 SF w/SR' -10

-
~

D. I. Smith Unit 1 CP.0 w/R A
-'

(. . _ B. A. Mehler Units 1 & 2 SS w/SRO-1 & 2-

k D. C. Janes Unit i SF w/SRO-1-

P.. E. Boyer Unit 1 CR0 w/RO-1.

', T. L. Crouse Unit 1 SF w/SRO-1. .

Unit i CP,0 - In trng. her R0-1Shift Toremen (SRO) D. A. Smith
H. K. -Olive New

G. M. Davis Haw
~

J. C. Herman Unit i CR0 w/o license
W. A. Fraser Unit 1 CR0 w/o license .

S. K. Martin New
S. W. Brr.otl ey -(RO) Unit 1 CR0 w/RO-1,-

'

Contrcl Room Operators (R.0) Ms. D. J. Keller Unit 1 AO-A .

J. L. Masters Unit 1 CR0 w/RO-1
,

D. D. Mayhue Unit 1 CR0 w/o license
'

M. E. Wynne New-

R. S. Campbell Unit 1 AD-B
N. J. Monson Unit 1 A0-A
T. F. Chalecki Unit i CR0 w/RO-1* '

- R. A. Heilman - Unit 1 CR0 w/RO-1'

J. R. Gallagher New

T. H. Goodlavage Unit 1 CR0 w/RO-1
*

*

. G. J. Bixler Unit 2 A0-C'

.

.
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(:sition Incumbent Position - 3/28/79
,

Control Room Operators (cont'd)
l

1IM. P. Kendig Unit 1 CR0 w/o license
M. B. Bezilla Unit 2 PORC Secretary ;
J. E. Moore New |

D. Hnss New-
M. D. Willenbecher Unit 1 AO-C-

.

R. C. Bugelholl New-

R. J. Lane New
El

. ~,

R. H. Ma a g New

D. T. Niland EI' New
ID. J. Treadway New -

. J. W. Randisi - Unit 1 AD-A
'

1/ Xendig is being moved to QA. License will lapse. .

2/ Maag and Niland have passed their license exams, but have not yet
been cleared medically.

3/ Treadway has to retake the simulator exam.
T/ Randisi failed the 0:tober 1982 RO exam - future in doubt.
- . . .

.,
,

( 't Technical Advisors
'

H. C. Crawford - SRO-1 Unit' 1 Plant Eng.
J. R. Paul es - SP.0-1 Unit 2 Plant Eng.

-

W. S. Stanl ey - SRD-1 Meted Licer. ting - Reading,

- K. Harkless Forked River
- L. Walter Meted Transmission Dept., Rdt

W. McSorley New-

Replacemhnt STAS in Training-
- J. Stair Meted Licensing - Reading
W. Burton New

' SR0s Not on Shift
I *

' ~~
i Unit i Supervisor of -=-

Operations M. J. Ross Supervisor of Operations, TMIo
~

Unit 1 Primary Plant Eng. H. B.' Shipman Operations Engr., TMI-1

Hanager, Radwaste Op., TMI-1 W. H. Zewe Shift Supervisor, Units 1 & 2

Training Dept. C. E. H"usted Unit 1 Training Dept., w/RO-1
~ ~

Unit i Training . Dept., w/SRO-Emergency Planning H. D. Brown
(Brown's license will lapse)-

. .,

(
.

;
'

l
'-

._

-
-

O
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( csidion Incumbent Position - 3/28/79,

'- .

P.Os !!ct on Shift 5. J. Kacinko Unit 1 A0 C
D. L. Wilt Unit 1 A0-A,

.

*

H:te: AD-C' = Auxiliary Operator in training
Auxiliary Operator - trainedA0-B =

Auxiliary Operator - fully qualifiedAD-A
-

- =

-
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